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THE WESTERN KENTUCKY 
STATE NORMAL ' 
SCHOOL 
Established for the preparation of ~eherB for 11\8 
aehoola of Kentucky, Counea offered leading to three 
Irrad .. of State Certificates-TWO-YEAR. FOUR-YEAR 
and LIFE . . 
• /I. ,peei.I.!.t at the head of each department . 
Unourpaooe<l advant&ireO offered in the School of MUIlc-
Piano, Voiee, Violin, and other Strin8' Instruments. 
The Ipint of the institution is Democratic. tolerant. 
Worth eounta for more than wealth. 
New illustrated catalog just received from the preu. 
Write for it, and it will be sent you With pleasure. An at. 
tractive publication, giving full information concerning all 
items connected with the school. 
CALENDA~ 
WlIltw Term o~ .............................. Ncrrember II, l'li . 
. )lId.Winter Term ope.U .•.. , .. ...•. ', ......••.•••.. JaIUI&1'7 11, 1'14. 
BpriD. Term open • .... .. ....•.. .•••..... ... . ..... .. ••. ... pm 7, 1.14. 
BIIJIUDe:r 8chool opeu ...... ' .... ' . ..... . ... .. , ... ' .. . JUt 11, 1.14. 
,..... .. ~lu17 of fMe tulUoD lA -.cIl CICMIJlt:r for aU P«MU .. 
.. • UUed to It. Tnlat 1011 w11l ... your Cou.t, 8upertatad." • 
,.. b" DOl 1Ilnad, dOD. 10, nlaU .. to tree JAltnteUoL 
Ftf flrtItr Illnltlol, dlnlS H: H. CHERRY, Pns., 1111111, &iII1, I,. 
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BOWLING GREEN, KY.,. FEBRUARY, 1914 
, 
Dry Goods, 
LUles' u,"1I1-WIIIU:" 
YOU NEIlD THB Y. M. C. A. 
WB NaRD · YOU. we NBRD IIAQI an~lIt >1 
Bt. N G, . .......... BathI. s.taa.iDc ~ ...... a-. 
........ ud N .......... c... R.oqat, a..ikna. a... 
M~N·. BIBLE CLABS TUESDAY NIGHT 
RATB8 : lO __ u-. fT; 8_u...; '1DDDu.,. ... GO ; 
1llllla161111l1aadJy C8. NEllO'BRYAN 
U,.fI.IIaII _. 
WBILIC IN TJU ELEVATOR. DROP DOWN AND SEE oua 
FaD and Winter Line of Woolens 
ffW"'J::"~ SUft ar OMm, Ta _ .. sm, S15.00 
m ,ut .... NATItII.IL WMI.EN IIUS, InIlIc .... 11 • 
...... 1M mII''' .... u ............ fII a....,... 0- 't_. 
To All New Students, aIeo the OIel 
eo ... ill ud .... betoN ~7OV tootw .... 
o.r .. pnc. will aw-l to aD. BaJp.U. til ..... tor mel! aDd wom.. 
FACTORY SHOE STORE 
IHCO .. ~.n:D 
MAIN aT. , ACROSS FADM NEW POST OFFICE. 
WHBN YOU AU IN NEED OF A--. 
Coat Stlt, Dress, Dry 6004s or Shoes 
00 TO 
.......... NAHH BROS. 
iIIlTS MADE TO MEASURE 
iliad, to Ftt 
...... to Satbof,. 
iliad, YO\Ir w~ 
M.cIoon Honor $15 
ltO AII·W ... S.""lu 10 C""1e Fro ... 
J . WILL STARK, COl.~llElST. 
R L. MORRIS 
The Jeweler Wloo Plea ... 
II is the Popular P lace 
408 Main Street. 
The Palace Confectionery 
WHERE STUDENTS GO 
To Enjoy Home-mude Candies, Ice Cream. Sherbets 
PARK ROW A.r:il2 STATE STREET 
Progressive Tailoring Parlors, $15 and $20. 
II you want Fine Tallori':lR' at a r~uonable price. clothee that realll lit. 
clothe. t hat arf' {ull of vlm- 5tyhsh and up.to·date- dignllicd and pleaa. 
inll' In cut. and guaranm.-d to give I,,"g and lut ing .. tlar.ctlon. let lLI 
uk'" your measure for th*t new .pring luit. 
WILLIS 6: CLEMMONS. Props .• !Il SI ... 51., Bowli", 6 ...... Ky. 
STUDENTS .;; ;~dDS~C;~H~;8B;kS Ind s7~ool S.ppl., 
. . 
Of all Kinds at Lowest Prices 
427 Park Place. T. J. SMITH & CO. 
S TA R French Dry Cleaning I LADIES' WORK 
PRESSING CLUB 
(OVE II TOY'S 8AII8EII S HOP ) 
RATE : $1.00 PER MONTH . 
A SPECIALTY 
NBW PHONB 2IJq 
A . Kllrn.. I!Y II . DSl-MAIl 
Try J. L. DURBIN & CO'S 
HIGH· ART SUITS AND OVERCOATS 
CROSSETT SHOES, NOB BY HATS AN D CAPS 
LADIES' ANB GE. .. TS· FURNISUINGS SUITS M AOB TO ORO • • 
OPERA HOUSE BUILDING 
• 
1 
OUR: ADVERTISERS 
MiU May Pouer 
Progre8llve Tailoring Parlora 
The Morrla Drug Co. 
National Woolen Mill, 
Carpenter.DeDt·Sublett Druc Co. 
B. H. Dklton 
B. J . HorroDe 
NelJ O'Brylo A. Co. 
Greenspan Bros . .. Co. 
Palaet! Confectionery 
T. J. Smith" Co. 
J . WtIJ Stark 
Wllllams.Oateen Company 
Callie Draa. 
Kllbm Bro • . 
Factory ShOt! Store 
J . I.. Durbin a Co. 
ConUllenl_. Teache"' Aleocy 
S. R. DUllcan 
S. G. Belen 
W. O. Toy 
R. L . Morrla 
\". M. C. A. 
n . E. McNamara 
C. A. Muokl e 
Slar PrefillnK Club 
Bo ..... llng Grecn BUlloe .. Unlverally 
Chelltcr Shaw 
Students! 
~ .. ".'<lI'T 
. DL ... ·. ,>C" .. n •• 
Williams-Osteen Clotbl., Co. 
THE DALTON STUDIO 
Home Phone 212 9301 STATE STREET 
A. G. SPALDING'S 
JlTHLETIC'! GOODS 
Carpenter -Dent-Sublett Drug Company Coroer Park Row ud CoUece StHIC 
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Nearly $200,000.00 
That ia the amount received by tboH 
whom thia Agency plaeed within the 
lut twelve months. 
W hat Ab~ut Your Part of it ? 
CONTINENTAL 
TEACHERS' AGENCY, (" ..... , .. ) BowliDI GreeD, Ky. 
SWEET SIXT EEN com~. but 
once. Let the PORTRA IT pre-
Aerve tbat age. 
Rogers' Studio 
S. B. DUNCAN 
T he Orocer 
Tlolrt .... th S lr .. t 
ia equipped with modem and 
. ,tiltle portraiture. Oood Clean Groceries. 
9?;,] 1-2 COLLEOP. ..:s:..T:.;R" e:..eT:..:......:.. ___ ---=See=..:H.:.'.:.m". __ _ 
w. O. TOY 
TIlB PAR": ROW 
B7IRBBR 
Student. Welcome. 
STUDENTS, PATRON IZE 
"Normal" Pressio~ Club 
Ladl.,' Work a Specialty 
CHESTER. N. SHAW, Ma.a,er . 
1219 ICE/'iTUCKY STREET 
Bakery, CoofectioDery, aDd Ice Cream Parl~f. 
P I cnIc Lunches a Specia lty 
R,et rCllh meDts H rv04 lor a ll occ: •• loaa 
R. E. McNamara, 428 Main St. 
----~-----------
C. A. MUNKLE 
CHBAPeST AND 8eST 
AL L KINDS OF 
SCHOOL SUPPUES 
Nut to Amerkaa NaUo.al BaGlt 
W. LEWIS MATTHEWS 
ED<TOR 
ASSOCIATES 
C. H. MOORE 
RUBY ALEXANDER 
LOTTIE M¢Q..URE 
MATTIE MORGAN 
KATE CLACETT 
ETHEL FEATHERSTONE 
ORlANDO MAGNESS 
NETTlE LAYMAN 
l.ETITlA HOCKER 
W. J. CRAIG 
FKUlty Repl'QeOtati.e 
THE ELEVATOR 
GOING UP? 
A __ hi, jounIaI. publi.bed b, u... StDdeat Body 01 tit. W ..... Keetu«, s.... 
Norm&! ScJ-I, ud de-.t 10 !he bat iDl:erab of educahoa ia W ..... KaaNc);,. 
u....I .. ...-kI... _ f~ II. 1910, ...... pa-.6c. .. a....-. eo-. ~ ...... .. 
Ad .. Maodiol,1879. 
SUBSCRIPTION: TWELVe MONTHS, FIFTY cans; THREE YEARS. ONE! DOlLA. 
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Concerning 
If Mr. J. S. Dickey were a scout for some Major League 
haseball club instead of just a Business College President. 
it's a cinched proposition that Cobb and Johnson would have 
to pro rata out some of their well·earned glory-which is to 
say that he would dig up some classy. starry material. That 
is his strong point--digging up and ferreting out choice rna-
lerial. As a matter of fact, Prof. Dickey would experience 
some difficulty in making distinction between the base hits 
of the players and the bass obligatas of the infuriated lam: 
uut give him ten days to learn the fine points of the game. 
then send him out with instructions to lasso and lead in 
some swell finds , and take your seat on the front steps of 
your club house with plenty of blank contracta and a foun-
tain pen handy and wait. They will be coming in directly. 
That's the advice I would give baseball magnates. Prof. 
Dickey can detect n diamond beneath a thick veneer of genu-
ine country tan just as easily as I can mix a metaphor. He 
can, by a cMual glance at the graduates of a flag stop high 
school, tell the many that will be called and the few that 
will be chosen. An incidental stroll through the aisles of a 
department store will tip off to his acute prescience the 
clerks that later on will be sent to represent the firm in gay 
Paree. He can sense potential stenographie expertnes.'J 
among a bunch of grocery hangers-on two blocks away, But 
this isn't an attempt to evolve any sort of character dia3'Do-
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sis about Prof. Dickey, He's of subsidiary significance as 
jar as the intent and purpose of this article goes; a means 
to an end, as it were. Several years ago, this same non-
haired Professor (note the use of the adjective. It is en-
ti rely new and is destined to supplant the de trop flon per-
sona grata, And ,'heumatickv "bald headed," which is never 
laughed at in polite society nowadays. We have learned to 
venerate the infirm) was Grand Vizier or Rajah or what-
ever the local term of a Normlll Sehool at Lexington, Missis-
sippi. There was in the school a slip of a girl toward whom 
Prof, Dickey's subconsciousness developed a strong leaning. 
Therefore he knew that she was endowed with a future, 80 
he sat and communed internally with himself as follows: 
" Mississippi is a pretty fair state, but oh, you Dark and 
Bloody Ground. It permeates through my cognizance that 
according to her natural prerogatives and entitlements Ken-
li6 THE ELEVATOR. 
tucky is the nati\'e heath of the best in everything. So I' ll 
ret about to get Mat.tie McLean up there where she will 
be congenial:' No sooner said than begun. He told her 
about the Southern Normal School whereat many young peo.. 
}lIe grew mentally intellectua l, where Congressmen held cau-
cases at midnight in the dark of the moon with fou r -ply 
mask~ on to determine the most expeditious method whereby 
to maim, !'I.la ughter or other wise put out of business the 
opponents of the Anti-Chewing Gum bill. These pleas struck 
home, but fl he hesitated long enough to teach a while in the 
Lexington graded schools. This seems to have been in com-
pliance with that law of the destiny which applied in the 
shuping of her career. It gave her a perspective of school 
work, a sympat.hy with the fllncies and foibles, the sacri-
fice and stint, the glory and grandeur of a teacher's life. It 
prepAred her for service. Mcnnwhlle she was hammer ing 
into shape an Assortment of impromptu chapel speeches and 
rehearsing recipes of viands seasonable for Chestnut Hunt 
dinners, or boat excursion lunches. You see, she wanted to 
start in naturalized. 
Well , in September, 1902, Miss. McLean came. Durine 
her stay, President Cherry ~w, and by the time she had 
graduated, he was conquered, being somewhat gifted as an 
interpreter of the law of predestination, himself. He of-
fered her the position of Private Secretary in his office. She 
accepted the offer , and is still on the job. Now, the positioa 
of "Secretary to the President-" is a vaster undertaking than 
the title ~uggests. It involves an uutlay of diplomacy that 
would do credit to 8 Tallyrand; in firmness, Stonewall Jack-
son is the available example: in patience, a certain biblical 
character . Then her insight into human nature must be 
about what one would reasonably expect from an eminent 
psychologist who has had sucessful experience selling life 
insurance. In addition to this, she must be a clairvoyant and 
an expert stenographer . Now, all these eIemenm are so 
blended in Miss McLean that Nature could stand up and say 
to nil the world, " This is a Secretary to the President." U 
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you haven't done so, you should visit Miss McLean's office 
some day and see her in action. It is educath·e. "Good 
morning, Mr. Smith. Yes, tile President will be Quite glad 
to see you. Walk right in. i\'liss Orown, your references 
have gone forward. I um sure you'H be elected. You huve 
been out of school a few days, Mr. J ones. Ah, the measles ! 
I wou ldn't mind, e\'erybody has them-or ii. Well, it's rea lly 
{/)o bad for your landlady to treat you that way, Miss Simp-
kins, too bad, indeed. The matter shall have our attention. 
No, Mr. Perlmutter, your company was misinformed. The 
Normal School is not on the market for a gold brick. ••• 
>low, Miss Writem, we'll take up that correspondence"-and 
"that corres]Jcnuieuce." If v",riety is the tlavoring of life, 
then those who assist Presidents with correspondence must 
lead a. highly spiked ex istence. From the standpoint of vari-
ety, a bunch of cayenne tied with slippery elm bark would 
be about right as their professiona l tlower. Mr. A. writes 
to know if by s l>ending ten weeks in the Normal he wou ld be 
enabled to get a job in Honolulu . Mr. B. would like to get a 
workless job to help him through school. Miss C. wishes 
to engage a room, second floor, front, southern exposure, fur-
nished in Early English on a Quiet, high·browed street. 
Would the Normal please arrange same and oblige. Also, 
there Are hundreds of nice, sensible letters whose contents 
deserve and receive serious consideration. 
Miss McLean is an ideal Secretary to the President. She 
is an artist in the technique of her work, but her greatest 
greatness lies not there, but in the fact that she sympathizes 
with those who vi~it her ofHce. She encourages here, cre. 
ates an ambition t here, resurrec~ A hope yonder. Such 
work is the expression of true nobili ty of . soul. 
Her office is Riled with ... the atmosphere of good-fellows hip 
and hard work. Crowds gather at times, but they a re al. 
ways handled with system and deSptltch. There is nevel' 
any confusion or any tumult, for Miss McLean is the Tu-
multy on the job. 
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(Here is the Kit-Kat issue of THE ELEVATOR. With the 
exception of the articles "Concerning" and "Training School 
News,' it is entirely the product of the Sophomore Class. 
We are indeed proud of this issue. Read every article, be-
cause there is not a bad one in here.-ED.) 
KIT.KATS, PAS7' A NT> PRESENT. 
The Sophomore Class, of the Western Kentucky State 
Normal School has, for four years, met each Friday after-
noon, under the supervision of Miss Reid. This class, known 
85 the Kit-Kat Kluh, has each year contained many enthusi-
astic, loyal members, and it is notable that this loyalty lasts 
through the Junior year, and continues to the close of the 
dignifiC'd Senior's graduation. Since one of the practices 
of this class is to give credit where cred it is due, it becomes 
a pleasure to express an appreciation of several of the Past 
Members, who, having moved forward, are continuing a 
record well begun. Mr. W. L. Matthews, the first student 
to attract the attention of the public to the fact that the 
Kit-Kats are to be reckoned with in contests and things, won, 
by his enthusiastic delivery and force of conviction, the 
medal at the Annual Oratorical Contest. From that time 
on, Mr. Matthews has been winning r ecognition. AB Editor 
of THE ELEVATOR he is one of whom we are proud, to whom 
we are loyal, and about whom we are enthusiastic. AB a 
member of the Senior Class, we expect much of him. Two 
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years ago, the Kit-Kat Klub was asked to get out the Febru-
ary issue of THE ELEVATOR,-a ta.qk it seemed, but also an 
opportunity. Mr. J . S. Brown, he of the indomitable will, 
said it could be done, and it was,-with Mr. Brown as mana-
ger. His fine discrimination enabled him to select and re-
ject material: his keen sense of fairness caused him to give 
nil a chance "to get into print," and his popularity with his 
class enabled him to get out a creditable paper with an en-
thusiastic support. Mr. Brown is now one of the leaders 
of the J'unior Class. Last year, the same generous offer was 
made, and the Ki t-Kat Klub became responsible for the suc-
cess of the February number of THE ELEVATOR. As was 
natural, the eyes of all turned to Mr. Clardy Moore as their 
leader. It is no trouble for Mr. Moore to lead,-he was born 
a leader, and has lost no opportunity to develop that God-
given asset. which enables him to see a situation-and be-
come master of it; to hear something good, and make it 
part of himself: to feel ambition's thrill,-and keep his 
face turned ever toward an ideal. The February issue of 
THE ELEVATOR, 1913, was a success. Mr. Moore is k Senior 
this year-though he is the Find of the Kit-Kat Klub-for 
'twas there he found himself. To the scores of others who 
have helped to build for us our character for work, our repu-
tation for enthusiasm and loyalty, we express that silent 
appreciation that is felt and understood. At present the 
class, nearly one hundred strong, is doing a characteristic 
work-a work which will prepare each member to take 
rllarge of his school, when the time comes, with a knowledge 
of the school problems of Kentucky and their suggested s0-
lutions: for the function of the School Fair, the Social Cen-
ter, the Corn and Tomato Clubs, the County lnstitute, the 
District Association, the Kentucky Educational Association, 
- the functions of all of these agencies for advancement, 
have been discussed and worked out. The Kit-Kat Klub i!\ 
not afraid of work. 
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WORK WITHOUT SHIRK. 
When the Kit-Kat Kluh organized for the year 1913-14, 
nmong the many committees appointed was one for a motto. 
This committee did not seek elegance of expression, or gran-
deur of thought. They desired only a motto which would 
unify the society and give it a standard of loya lty. enthusi-
8!im and perfection. " Work without shirk" was unanimous-
ly ~Iected as our motto for 1913-14. 
--_0000--__ 
LOYALTY AND BNTHUSIASM. 
For a !\tudent to SliCCeed in the Normal he must be loyal 
and enthusiastic. By loyalty we mean that he must look for 
the best and not for the worst, but should he find the bad he 
must lend his influence toward making it better. He must 
speak words of praise rather than words of criticism. When 
we say enthusial'ltic, do not infer that he must be excitable, 
but that he must be Quiet and sell-controlled, and yet filled 
with that spirit .that says, "Do things." 
Possibly there are new students who have not yet ac-
Quired this spirit, or perhaps there are some that are not 
new who feel their loyalty and enthusiasm waning. Of you 
we would ask, Did you know that there is a source, a foun-
tainhead fo r this loyalty Rnd enthusiasm? If you are really 
interested and wnnt to invegtigate, meet with the Kit-Kats 
gometime. For it has been rumored (by members of other 
classes) that the Kit-Rats are in close touch with 'thi s source 
and diffuse this spirit throughout the school. 
-------~o-----­
DIARY OF MR. BBRT SMITH. 
December 20, 1913. It seems "kndly queer" to me to 
write down the junk J think about. One of the Juniors said 
he was going to put something f unny in his "Diary," so as 
I was a Senior, T decided to correct him. 1 said , ":My boy, 
you meRn 'dairy.''' The way that chap laughed made me 
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think I had said something smart, and still thought it, till ] 
got behind the stacks in the librury and took out my vest-
pocket dictionllTY. 
December 21. What I wrote yesterduy sounds all right. 
It hRs such R neat swing. That's the wny with most of my 
wr iting, but few people in this commercial age appreciate 
it. 1 believe I'll like to write a disry. I went to see my girl 
t.his evening. 1 "sortie think" she likes me-one couldn't 
blame her, though. 
December 22. I know J. Wulter Compton told Prof. Stick-
les that r had not studied my lesson. I bet three cents and 
t wo mills that 1 get even with him. I made a beautiful bluff, 
hut how, in the name of common sense, did I know that 
Henry Clay did not introduce the McKinley Bill! 
December 23. I must do my Christmas shollping. I won-
der what a girl would appreciate? W. L. Matthews said that 
he intended to get hi s girl an ivy manicured set, LaCe Shef-
(er's going to buy a la\"illier (or something of the kind). 
December 24. J bet my girl will be tickled with her pres-
('nt. I know she likes music, dO 1 got her the prettiest little 
red and yellow hand organ. Must get my suit case packed 
to go home. 
December 25. All the folks were awful glad to see me. 
They think J am "some pumpkin" now since ] am a Senior at 
the State Normal School. Pshaw ! I have them skinned 
about as much as the teachers over there--just a little bluff 
and you have thing3 going your way. Wouldn't Miss Reid 
have a fit if she should see this slang, and wouldn't, now just 
wouldn't Prof. Stick les die over my talk of bluff! 
December 26. 1 forgot to say yesterday that I had been 
I'a ting. I wen t hunting this afternoon, but didn't shoot noth-
ing but one of rna's guineas. L burried it and decided that 
I was quite a genius along that line, and I still thought it tilt 
t hat good.-forNnothing dog came carrying i~ il1. I ate morf? 
l:<Hiay. 
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December 27. Went to a party this evening and was, in 
fact, the belle of the ball. (l saw that in a novel one time. 
~o I guess it's all right.) I was the most attractive fellow 
there, because of my wonderful personality and graceful 
movements. I tripped once, and they thought that was a 
new step and in less than ten minutes everyone there could 
<\0 the "step" beautifully. I ate some more ~ay. 
December 28. lwent with a crowd to the pond this after-
noon to skate R while. Thought I would do a stunt, so I 
glided swiftly over the pond towards a stump that was pro-
jecting through the ice. I did the figure eight nicely and 
took a seat-yes, much of 8 seat-for that blamed stump had 
a water foundation; so I subsided into the coldest liquid 
south of the Frigid Zone. I ate some more to-day, 
December 29. r received a letter from my girl. I just 
knew she would be tickled about her present. I ate some 
more to-day. 
December 30. I think, while I am out here at the heart 
of Nature, that 1 shall write some poetry. I believe I am 
inspired. WOUldn't it be grand to be the father of Calloway 
County Literature! 1 ate some more to-day. 
December 31. I sat on a log which· was slowly returning 
to the dust from which it sprang (now, in fact, it was alm08t 
too rotten to hold me up, but that isn't the poetic way to put 
it), and for three hours admired the majestic hills as they 
stood in perpetual silence, while the sun tumbled over be-
low the horizon, leaving the dreamy atmosphere faintly glow. 
ing with its touch. It was then that the inspiration seized 
me and I wrote: 
The world is slowly rolling 
In wonderful space ; 
When shall I go strolling 
And see Her blushing face? 
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I love to live near Nature, 
To view her lovely grace; 
But when shall J cross the pasture 
To see Her smiling face? 
1 intend to send this to the Herald to-morrow. 
183 
January 1. I made some New Year's resolutions-great 
ones. Before I made them T said what I thought about that 
Mutt that ushered the New Year in at 12 o'clock with a dozen 
bells and hal f a dozen dogs. I am going back to the Normal 
to-day. 
January 2. 1 heard from my poem. Herald didn't need it. 
I'll send it to the /"ouisville Times to-morrow. 
• 
Out .. , the coJd . 
PART I. 
On February the 14th, 1913--the year of hoodoos and 
things, Cupid feeling father fri sl..-y on this day of days. 
danced up to a studen t of rather grave and haughty mien, 
but who wore a serni·serious smile to disarm any who might 
think her formidable. of their intention to take her as en· 
Urely fledged in the Votes-for.Women ranks. She was only 
a Junior, then, but clothed in the usual l-am-more-or-lesa-
important air that so becomingly fits a Junior; she deigned 
to sing a little ditty unto Dan Cupid, which sent him on hia 
pilgrimage with no arrow spent in vain. And, in the rich 
and glowing autumn of the following year, this almost-ini-
tiated one faced her Senior year, and openly vowed she WGI, 
and almost always had been for Woman's Suffrage, which 
confession was enough to label her as 8 man-hater, an intel-
lectual woman, and a suffragette. The young men urged 
some other fellow to go to the Literary Society with her. 
When the Senior girls pulled off a clever little stunt they 
called A Play, she by manner, word and accent prophesied 
8 second rejection of the little lo'-e god-should he approach 
her, which he didn't. She graduated with honors. 
T h e !ide haG tu<ned. 
PART II. 
On February the 14th. l~:l3-the year of skidoos and 
things. Cupid, sheltered in the warmth which radiates from 
!1 man who feeL~ grateful fo r a narrow escape, looked out 
upon the passing throng, and failed to recognize his one-
time near victim. who, with slow and measured step, lagged 
behind the we-are-gaininlNrround parade of women who 
wished to interview the President at the Capitol that day. 
Ten years are long enough to build and destroy a nat ion; 
long enough to decide the fate of a poet; long enough to add 
lines of care and fatigue to the fnce of a woman who has 
diligently and persistently followed the chimera of the 88C'-
rifice-all-for-my-righls career. And,-the Senior of 1914 
lost step, lagged behind, looked at Cupid with an I-wish-op-
portuni ty-knocked-twice expression, and then turned ani! 
skidooed. lest Cupid might arouse, with an l -told-you-so 
nudge, the rna nwho had a narrow escape, in 1915-the year 
when the Junior smiled, and sang a ditty, and sent Cupid 
on his way, The next year-she graduated with honors. 
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Composite Picture of the Faculty 
How dear to our hearts are the scenes of our faculty, as 
morning after morning they line up in view! To study the 
characteristic POle of each, to watch the expression of ap-
proval or disapproval, to note the manifest traits of all,-
these things enable the student-body to feel the pulse of the 
faculty, and act in harmony with it; to deduce the wishes of 
the faculty and make the desired application of them ; to 
get a mental picture of the faculty and create an ideal of it. 
Silently. one by one, they enter chapel, morning after morn· 
ing. 
Almost as soon as Mr. Cherry appears in the door, a stirn· 
ulating influence is felt by all. 'fhe noise usually subsides, 
not only because he wishes it, but for the r eason that each 
student is aware that that unseen, indescribable "other 
thing" of which he so often speaks, is among them. 
Everyone knows that Prof. Alexander's hobby is charac-
ter study. And as he sits quietly in his acustomed place, the 
expression of his face a lmost tells the mathematic&1 preci-
sion with which he is judging many of the characters before 
him. 
Smiling with ease and satisfaction sits Mr. Green. No 
one better enjoYB a new joke which ocasionally wings its 
way to this assembly, is keener to note the good flights of 
oratory, or quicker to recognize a strong point to be used in 
his elMS, more than this man. But to ten a ll he sees, feels, 
and hears, would cause the sudden shock that would inevit-
ably result, should Mrs. Pankhurst receive a. cordial wei· 
come by all the nations of the world! 
Almost in the center of the group is Miss Reid's place. 
She is usually on time and amuses herself until the opening 
Song by talking to a neighbor, or toying with a song book, 
or perhaps she bestows fL look of encouragement upon some 
w~ry student. As the speaker of the morning begins his 
discourse her trained senses soon enable her to know it he 
really is " Indeed glad to be there ;" but when a weak-
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"oiced orator is SpeAking and to hear is imJK.S.Sible, wea r i· 
ness stamps itself all over her face. 
Not so with Prof. Strahm. Whether please:! or dis pleased, 
whether he can hear or not, he sits calmly twirling his 
th umbs. Not even the strains of the Normal March are 
liS famil iar to the student-body as that rota ry mot ion of 
those well. trained thumbs. 
Mr. Stickles lends hi s enti re sympathy to t he speaker un· 
til the clock across the hall nnnounces time to adjourn . 
'J'hen, as the minutes drag s lowly by and he thinks of his 
class. which should already be assembled in Room 5, not 
(:ven the proverbial " worm in hot as he!-" coul1 ever become 
more disgusted with its ~urroundingR. 
As one watches Prof. Leiper s itting in the rear, ar ms 
fo lded, knees crossed nnd a holf ironica l smile covering hi s 
face, they recall the little story of the time thi s man was 
making inqu iries concern ing an old school-mate an1 said, 
" Is he as egoti stic"1 as ever?" StrnightwfY answered the 
other, " Thll. t is exactly what he asked about you t" 
Carefully Miss Ragland make<i a s urvey of the students. 
noti ng the one.'1 who wr ite noles or whis per "Blessed is he 
who cometh to chapel, but woe unto him who transgresseth 
therein ." 
Mr. Turner often refers to his watch, and as his eyes wan· 
riel' from the dial to the ins ide of the face, we know t hat he 
is practicing his adage; "There should be times when we 
II lIow our though t~ to lurn in to some channel that require<; 
110 effort, l hat channel wh ich is purely for pleas ure." And, 
as the little wntch ticks. !'o run his thoughts down their well· 
worn pleas ure route. 
Usually the lust to come in is Mr. Craig. Visitors may 
wonder why lounging chairs are not provided for a ll the 
members of the facilIty; but the student.,; understand the 
situation and position . Former students who have wit-
nessed it. eay the effect of the whole is one of stiffness and 
ri gidity when this thoroughly unconventional member poses 
in an ere<'t position . 
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With a certain chair in the front row we always associate 
Dr. Kinnaman. With Dr. Kinnaman we associate a handlull 
of announcements and calls for the green carpet; with the 
green carpet we associate all that is good or Qad in a Nor-
mal School. 
Miss Wood's sweet, womanly dignity is apparent in both 
her (ace and the quiet mnnner in which she walks to her 
place among her co-workers. 
Miss Scott in her fresh, dRinty attire, impresses one as 
being the lovable woman she is. 
By her side is Miss Vanhouten, whose jolly, good-natured 
~mile is "the same yesterday. to-day and forever." 
Next in this row is Mif:.s Acker. She has said that the 
perplexing problems which cause the outsdie world to groan 
nnd worfy are not annoying her, as long as the basketball 
girls afe happily and eagerly awaiting their next game. 
Miss Frazee under all conditions seems cheerful and in-
terested in everything around her. 
Misses McLean and Dulaney, feeling no responsibility for 
the success or failure of the hour, enjoy a state of rest and 
relaxation. 
Misses Rodes snd Surmann and Mrs. Crume's influence 
is felt whenever they are allowed to express their musical 
souls to their fortunate hearers. 
Mr. Ford has chosen a seat in the back row, but he hu 
only to ie:ln forward anrl tilt his head to one side to see and 
hear all that takes place. 
Another one who helps form the background is Prof. 
Clagett. By his serene expression and sympathetic attitude 
to all around him, we remember the talk on "Peace" which 
he gave us, and feel he is really a part of the passage which 
he read, "Peace I bring you, peace I leave with you." 
And when the student leaves the school, to go out into 
that vast, intangible !'tpace---The Field, he carries with him 
a composite picture, from which in moments of tensity when 
he must take t he initiative, that "other thing" enables him 
to act; at tim~s when "to know men" is to master the situa-
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tion, he remembers that "two plus two equals four" ; when 
his own weakness appals him. he remembers the art of ap-
propriating all good things which come unto him, thus in-
creasing his own ctticiency; when surrounded by the sight.i 
and sound of the world and confused by the muehness of it 
1.\11, he recalls his Jesson::! in tolerance for the poor and appre-
ciation for the good,-and his power of discrimination is in-
creased; when taking life too seriously, he remembers the 
placid effect of some di s8erting amusement, and begins to 
b'TOW calmer; when tempted to linger after duty h as called, 
in fancy he hears u clock striking the hour-and he goes; 
when sel!-depreeiation cau!'tes too much introspection for 
happiness, he encourages himself with the doctrine of the 
ego; when about to become less vigilant than a teacher 
~hould be, he feels once more the vigilant eye of critical ap-
preeiation--or disapprobation, upon him, and he falls in 
line, catches steP. and moves onward; when weariness of 
soul and fatigue of body make him wonder if it is worth 
while, he gl:lnces at some pleasing picture, and hi s thoughts 
are diverted into some more pleasing channel; when over-
whelmed with doing things by rate, he eases uP. lounges a 
little, and finds things better than they seemed; wtten con-
science pricks, he calls himself to account, and a little, un-
derstanding talk straightens things out; when a little learn· 
ing becomes a dangerous thing, and seeing sights doth puff 
him up, he thinks of the quiet manner and gracious air of 
one who has traveled widely, and he hopes to become like 
unto her; when jaded, cross and tired, he dons his best 
attire, "catches n contagious smile," takes a turn in the 
gymnasium, voices the mu!\ic in hi s soul, listens for some-
thing good, and, soon "peace" is his. 
From the picture of the factJILy he has drawn inspiration 
and comfort. 
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The Spirit of Ambition 
Somewhere in some hidden spot on Normal Heights dwells 
the Spirit of Ambition. Hidden, I would say, for though one 
cannot enter chapel or even a class-room without feeling his 
influence, yet he is never seen. But has no one ever seen 
him? Yes. 
It is on one of those dark, cloudy days, so characteristic 
of the beginning of 1914, that a class is assembled in Room 
"R." All talkin(r has ceased, and work is about to begin, 
when the door opens and an extraordinary being enters. 
Who can it be that comes on such a gloomy day? Surely it 
is the Spirit of Discouragement or Despondency. But stop; 
rou are forgetting that it is a class in the Western Normal, 
~o it can be none other than the Spirit of Ambition. He is 
recognized at once by all, for how could they fail to know 
that unselfish yet rousing Spi ri t whose influence they have 
felt since the moment they entered his domain. 
"Be always displeased at what thou ar t, if thou desire to 
attain to what thou ar t not, for where thou hast pleased thy· 
self, there thou abidest." With thi s advice he begins his 
work placing before their eyes a large screen, upon which 
he throws the magic light of his presence, the room having 
lI,}ready been darkened by the cloud curtains without. The 
light is reflected on each face, revealing the intense interest 
tmd cu riosity expressed there as they gaze in rapt wonder 
upon the apparition. A shadow plays upon the canvas, then 
a picture appears of an ideal district. What a beautiful 
stretch of country it is with its wide graveled rond, leading 
here and there ,past roJIing fields green with their flour ish· 
ing crops, past modern farm buildings and comfortable 
homes till they meet and enclose the sp~cious schooJgrounds. 
In the center. surrounded by shade trees, stands a consoli· 
dated school building. The walks are gay with many hues 
from the flower bedg that adorn them, in wh ich happy.faced 
children Are busily engaged. No room is found in this scene 
w alive with new life, for ignorance and immorali ty. Eadl 
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ilOY bears the motto " Back to the Farm" to improve the nn· 
t j,·e soil. A solemn, ser ious look steals over Mr. Hudson 's 
face ns he recogni zes himself standing upon the summit of 
one of the highest hills, vlCwing the work his own hands 
have wrought in hils home county. Can he eyer accompli8h 
t his-the object of hi s dreams'! Yes, for has he not an ex· 
Itmple, in the honored pres ident of the institution, of one 
who does what he desires to do? 
The scene vanishes and a 8eries of pictures are shown, 
f>lIch representing some difficult t.'\sk well accompli shed. The 
l!.lst of theRe is the closing of a succe!SSful day. Night falls 
t. nd the stur of hope shine~ for th, casting its crystalline light 
upon a sign bearing thi s inscr iption, "Something attempteu, 
:::omething done, has earned a night's repose." Below it 
stand Mi ~s Mason and Miss Grey gazing upon the shining 
letters. Slowly it disappears and with eyes that seem to 
have caught and reflected. the very rays f rom that star, each 
looks at the other, for it is as though they see their cher· 
ished hopes realized this day. 
Now, the scene changes and the class bend eagerly for-
wnrd to see the cause of so much excitement. Men and boy:.! 
$€em to be pressing and crowding one another to obtain a 
paper , as an cxtra is held high by the newsboy, and they 
read the words in bold headlines, "The Athletic Champion· 
ship of America Has Been Won by ," but ere the class 
can read the name the scene grows dim, Roused to the high. 
es t pitch, one from among them r ises, and so inspirited is he 
that it seems he fain would follow the vanishing picture. 
Moments aeem hours as he wnits in breathless suspense till 
lo ! he seeR a spacious banquet hall; then as he scarcely 
dared to hope, Mr. D. y, Dunn sees himself appear and bfl 
presented with the silver cup won in the contest for Ameri· 
ca 's Champiom~hip. As it dawns upon the class who the 
JITeat athlete r eally is, they break forth with enthusiastic 
applause. 
Scarcely has the sound of cheering died away before they 
are introduced to a social gathering, Within a large, bril. 
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liantly lighted room are many beautiful women and wen. 
dressE:d men. All seem eagerly listening and waiting for 
SQme event. 'fhe scene changes a little. Now the light is 
centered upon a distinguished speaker who appears to be en-
tertaining the audience. His popular ity is clearly shown by 
the enthusiasm of his hearers, and all tum to look at Mr. 
R. H. Matthews, who has unconsciously arisen, the thriU of 
the occasion having filled his very soul, for he knows the 
speaker to be himself. 
Dimmer grows the light on the canvas till one bright spot 
appears which grows continually brighter. From it the 
ruddy blaze of a flre seems to leap. Softly its light dances 
about the room till f rom out the shadows it falls upon a 
woman's face revealing a sweet, yet solemn expression AI 
she gazes back into the bed of glowing coals. Now the 
room is lighted up and the flickering shadows seem chaaina 
each other across the ceiling. How charming is the picture I 
Everything about the room shows the touch of a hand well 
fitted to perform its duty. She lays aside her work for a 
number of people have entered. In the doorway standa a 
("hild leaning on a crutch, as though too timid to enter. He 
looks about for one to love and comfort him ; then, rea&-
sured by that winning smile, he, too, presses close to share 
the sympathy and love which like a magnet draws everyone 
to her side. These her neighbors seem to say: 
" Our homes are cheerier for her sake, 
Our dooryards brighter blooming, 
And all about the social air 
I s sweeter for ber being. 
Her highest goal, what noble aim I 
To love and to be loving, 
To cheer the sick, make glad the lame, 
Is woman's highest calling." 
Who is this womanly woman? Each one in the class looks 
about and sees reflected in Miss Miller's face the image of 
the one that has just vanished. 
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Quickly the scene changes and more quickly another scene 
fills its place. "Still sits the schoolhouse by the road," but 
not as Whittier portrays it, "A ragged beggar sunning," p ut 
alive with activity. GrouPd ot br ight-faced girls are as-
sembled about its doorway. Now the interior is seen. The 
room is pretti ly decorated and across the blackboard in large 
letters are the words, "The Girls ' Tomato Canning Club." 
The enthusiastic organizer is inspiring the girls with new 
ideals of domestic life. In a moment's ti me those who look 
upon this picture are transferred from the litt le country 
schoolhouse to their own Vanmeter Hall. It is the gradua-
tion night of the Senior Class. Beautifully the stage is 
lighted. All are waiting for the class to appear . They are 
carrying a large snow-white banner , on which these words 
are worked in green, "To Miss Holloway, the organizer of 
I.he Girls' Tomato Canning Club, be a ll the honor of thi~ 
occasion. By her enthu~il\8m was our ambition aroused and 
by the money earned in the Gi rls' Club have we been granted 
the privilege of this education." 
A survey is now g iven of the Wisconsin University. This 
person who appears to be so conspicuous is one of its star 
students. Glad is the class to think it is Mr. W. S. Taylor, 
an old Normal student, but more delighted are they on ex-
amining more closely, to see that it is really their own Clif-
ton Taylor, grown into the likeness of his much-admired 
brother. 
There is a minu te's interlude, then the beautiful face of 
a woman appears in all her womanly grace, every line show-
ing strength of character. In her eyes is seen that light 
which is an inspiration for loftier deeds. A wonderful per-
~nality is expressed by that face_ Into it Nettie Layman 
is gazing. Is this a painting of her ideal or has she become 
so like it that it is only a mirror reflecting her own image? 
Rrr-r-r -brr-r-r-r goes the buzzer and the Spir it with his 
screen vanishes. leaving only the last painting, which is the 
teacher of the cla.o.s and much loved leader of the Kit-Kats. 
Fain would they have smothered the sound that the de-
p 
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lightfu l foresight into the future of each member might be 
given. but in vain,-for all things are done orderly in the 
Normal School, and each class closes as well as begins on 
time. However, we shall always regret, not. that the buzzer 
went off at the proper time, but that time didn't pause in its 
('Qu rse, for who knows hut that a much greater future even 
than these might have been revealed to us? 
M this class go forth they determine tc. . ..:t high their 
mark. Not only are the aspirations of these heightened , but 
the ambition of every Kit-Kat is roused and they resolve 
that this wor ld shall be the better for their hav ing li ved in 
it, that in future years they may indeed be a class of which 
their Alma Mater shall be proud. We cannot. doubt that they 
will reach their goal, for the Kit·Kat Klub does not talk 
about thing~, but docs them. 
Front How \ldt to n.ht}- Jo_ ~ ... B-U 
&ell Row (left to n.hU- Cabel (lilao ReId, Caacb) Browu. t.o 
ATHLETICS. 
The roster of the basketball lineup is as follows : 
Senior Girls: Lovelady (forward), Hampsch (forward), 
Bryant (center), Pennebaker (guard), Davis (guard). 
Senior Bo~s: Davis (forward), Cole (forward), Lutz 
(center), Smlth (guard), Shultz (guard), Strahm (guard). 
Junior Gi1'ls : Duke (forward), Ford (forward), Cantrell 
(center) , Cole (guard). Oliver (guard), McClusky (guard). 
Junior Boys: Bandy (forward), Mitchell (forward ), 
Hooks (center ). Vou Casovic (center), Saddler (guard ), 
Brown (guard). 
Kit-Kat Girls: Mi1Ier (forward), Layman (forward), 
Lacy (center), Cabell (guard). Brown (guard) MooeJ-(guard). ' - , 
, 
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Kit·Kat Boys: Carlton (forward) , Sears (forward), 
Owen (center ), Elliott (guard). Dunn (guard) , Farris 
(guard) . 
Non Gi,"LB: Rutherford (forward), Carson (forward), 
Schneider (center), Cole (guar d), Cherry (guard), Font-
ing (guard). 
Non Boys: Felix (forward), Stevens (forward). Belew 
(center) , Cr afton (guard), Woodrum (guard), Samon 
(guard). 
Excitement held each heart, though strong; 
A murmur and a whisper soft 
Through all the Training School along, 
Because the match was coming off. 
Nowhere in all the world is found 
The spirit that pervades our school; 
So when the first tug came ar ound 
No one took matters very cool. 
When through the room the whistle screamed, 
QUI: pulses throbbed, our hearts beat quick; 
And soon we felt as though we'd dreamed, 
The Junior girls had won so slick. 
Don't think that they got all the plays; 
You should have seen that Senior team. 
I never did in all my days,-
But it is much too long a theme. 
] have oft heard and now believe, 
"That troubles never single come"; 
But one ought never sit and grieve; 
Somewhere the sun is shining some. 
The Senior boys did manfully strive 
To catch good fortune on the wing, 
But in this project did not thrive, 
And lost by only one field fling. 
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The whistle blew, the teams came in; 
Our hearts rejoiced, for well we knew 
The girls in green were there to win, 
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That quick strong sense would take them through. 
The little Non girls did their best; 
'Tis well they did (if I may say). 
We backed our team, they did the rest. 
And that is how we won the day. 
Again the whistle sounded shriU, 
Again wide open swung the door, 
Again the cheering jarred the hill ; 
Another team was on the floor. 
The Kit-Kat boys the Nons did face 
(A team well trained: a team of strength) . 
A while Dame Fate to us gave grace, 
But let the tide turn back at length. 
The ne:oct' game, that our ball girls played; 
Wu just a little different. 
Somehow the ball could not be made 
To act what I'd pronounce decent. 
Our gir ls gave glory to the green, 
And played (we're proud) a neat, clean game. 
You know those Seniors of modest mein 
Beat fair, and we love them just the aame. 
Not twice that day the game we lost ; 
Our worthy boys' defeat turned back; 
The air was stirred too much for frost; 
Each now and then it got a whack. 
It was the Senior bo)7B that gave 
The poor old atmosphere such blows; 
And 80 the ahfiosphere, 80 naive, 
Just Wrecked his vengeance on his foes. 
SWldiae ,lett \0 "-htl-Fanla, 0--. L\l.nll 
~ , lett to r\a'ht} - Q lIol. Tulor. s-r.. Quoltoll (I. hoat) 
If 1 may here a secret tell, 
I'U only whisper in your ear, 
Those little Non girls did so well, 
They made the Juniors' victory dear. 
The Juniors played a sorry game 
(At least SO it was told to me) . 
But then that guard, R. C. by name, 
Was simply fine as she could be. 
The Juniors will not boast their boys, 
For what they did that blessed day. 
The Nons j ust walked o'er them like toys, 
And won in such a cute, 810eet way. 
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They woo,-the Nons you understand-
We knew they wou ld, 'cause they· beat us, 
And so they did the thing up grand; 
And no one thought to r aise a fuss . 
. The Senior gir ls the Non girls met, 
We knew t hat they must surely win, 
But then those little Nons, you bet, 
Just went to work and played like sin. 
We kindly hoped the Nons would hold 
The Senior team just once in check ; 
But soon the story a ll is told,-
The hope of Non girls it did wreck. 
The Non boys felt the time had come 
To change the course ot these events: 
So teaming and by playing 80me 
And using good, plain common sens&-
They won the game quickly and well: 
They always win.-you don't know why'! 
Because their standard never fell ; 
They have it ever placed so high. 
Once more the IGt-Kat girls ran in 
To meet another team of nerve ; 
Although each hell.rt was crying, "Win '" 
They never did in playing swerve. 
The green and white forever gleam, 
Because for them our gi rls have played: 
They won o\'er the Junior team, 
And caused the black and gold to fade. 
Our boys could not the fun withstand, 
So came along and modest like 
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"Mopped up" with Juniors, all so grand, 
Who did not get much from the fight. 
A Senior said a Non reporteth, 
That Juniors boasted that they'd win: 
But, "Pride before destruction gaeth," 
'Tis there so many fall in sin. 
"When Greek meets Greek," you know the rest, 
We thought of that when once again 
The girls in gold and black, quick pressed 
To meet the Seniors "man to man." 
A meteor shines a moment bright, 
And, then is lost in azure blue: 
A while, the Juniors saw delight. 
And then, they. too, were lost to view. 
Behold, a light dawned from the east; 
A sunrise bright our hopes did raise. 
We feared those Seniors not the least, 
But lifted our spirits in praise. 
Didn't we beat those Seniors nice? 
And 'twas such fun, I've "gotta" say. 
They tried so hard, but in the trice 
They felt the hoodoo on that day. 
The last, the telling game arrived; 
The championship would fall to one; 
Each team the shock of fear survived, 
When once onto the floor had run. 
Our team played nobly, straight a.nd clean: 
We're proud of it. you know we are, 
It did such work-I've never seen-
The Seniors did not beat them far. 
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The results of their labor is as follows: 
January 6--Juniors (girls) 11. Seniors (girls) 10. 
January 6--Juniors (boys) 13, Seniors (boys) 11. 
January 8-Kit-Kats (girls} 1(i. Nons (girls) 3. 
January 8-Nons (boys) ~4, Kit-Kats boys) 3. 
January .lO-Seniors (girls) 16, Kit-Kats (girls) IS. 
January 10-Kit-Kats (boys) 17. Seniors (boys) 8. 
January lS-Juniors (girls) 15, NOM (girls) O. 
January IS-Nons (boys) 26, Juniors (boys) 16. 
January 15-Seniors (girls) 24, Nons (girls) 2. 
January 15-Nons (boys) 20, Seniors (boys) 8. 
January 17-Kit-Kats (girls ) 14, Juniors (girls) 6. 
January 17-Kit-Kats (boys) 9, Juniors (boys) 6. 
January 22-Seniors (girls) 8, Juniors (girls) 6. 
January 24-Kit-Kats (girls) 23, Seniors (girls) 12. 
January 2G-Seniors (girls) 9, Kit-Kats (girls) 8. 
The games have ended; o'er Ute hill 
Appears another star, 
The Championship the Seniors own-
Though all the time that since has flown 
Their pleasure we don't mar. 
The star grows brighter day by day 
(It is the voice contest). 
We'll win that star, if needs by force, 
Or change the planets in their course-
(That mean!! we'll do our best). 
!O1 
x..ITERARY. 
The Unknown Quantity 
Once there was a Junior in the Western Kentucky Nor-
mal who wns typical. In his early life his eyes were bright, 
his hair hung in golden curls and the ladies all kissed him 
and said , "What heavenly blue eyes! he'll be a great and 
good man some day." When he was a boy he attended the 
district school in winter and during the summer worked for 
his father on the farm. Thus his young idens were taught 
to shoot, while 8 fine physique was also in course of con-
!ttruction . 
While at school he was in the same class with Minnie, a 
little hazel-eyed ray of sunshine. and somehow his heart 
always beat the fsl'tter and he fe1t nn uncontrollable awk-
wardness whenever fate decreed that he should stand next . 
to her in class. Despite his mother 's warning : 
"To beware. beware of witchery, 
And fa ll not in the snare 
That lurks and lies in wanton eyes 
And hides in golden hair." 
She soon became 
''His Queen in calico, 
He was her bashful barefoot beau." 
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Many were the strolls taken and many were the crumpled 
notes passed with such sentiments as: 
Or : 
"Sure as the vine grows round the stump, 
You are my darling sugar lump." 
"The rose is r ed, the violet's blue, 
Honey is sweet and so are you." 
Along about this period of his existence his father thought 
it was proper for his son to learn to wear shoes. So he pur-
chased a pair of brogans, called. in two or three of the neigh-
bors, and succeeded in adjusting them to the pedal extremi-
ties of his promising son. 'Ihis wa." too great a stride for 
the young man-he stood for twenty-four hours without 
food or drink, looking hopelessly down at his newly clad 
feet, thinking he was tied. 
Alter he had become accustomed to shoes, a few more 
artistic touches were added; then as he had finished the 
eighth grade he was packed off to the neighboring town to 
t!nter the High School. Not taking into consideration the 
many, many times he was the star of his classes, nor of the 
glowing accounts he gave Minnie, nor of his frequent visits 
to the picture shows, the four years passed, uneventful, and 
Commencement was at hand. 
Both father and mother could not leave home at one time, 
as some one must look after t he house ; but it was finally de-
cided that father should go to see their precious offspring in 
all his glory. Father was a bit disappointed in the ~lled 
commencement exercises, but when the professor of physics 
came forth and delivered a grand oration on modern im-
provements and conveniences, he decided there and then 
that his son must be a teacher, and some day those same . 
walls would echo to the great gusts of his oratory. 
Father sold the tobacco he had r aised, in spite of the 
drouth, for ,114.03, to which he added $90.00 he got for the 
roan colt; which aUlD was further increased by the sale of 
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fourteen pigs, three calves, some chickens and ducks. So by 
these means he accumulated enough money to start his son 
in school. He inquired of the professor who had been his 
inspirution, where he had best send his son. To the W. K. 
S. N. S., of course, he said. Now, the father had heard of 
th is school, and knew that tuition was free. so in a very 
lamentable way he wished he had not sold the roan colt; 
hut the professor, who had been to this school, told him he 
h::d better deposit all of the money. 8S his son would have 
to go through the motion of eating three times a day. 
That was settled. and it was decided he should go to Bowl-
ing Green in September. Many were the fond words and 
promises made to Minnie, many were the tears shed by his 
mother as she watched him down the lane seated by his fa~ 
ther in the spring wagon, which contained his trunk to--
gether with a few things for market in the great city forty 
miles away, where he was to take the train. Here we lose 
sight of him, but either by the watchful eye of Providence 
or by the mere decrees of fate, he arrived at the Dean's of-
fice some day~ later for matriculation. 
It was noticed by some of the "Kit-.,Kats" that at this time 
he showed mark..~ about the eyes and temples indicating that 
it had been necessary to blindfold him in order to back him 
on the train. 
However, he was sufficiently wise that he had not been in 
school long before he noticed a difference among the stu-
dents. He could not tell what it was, it seemed to be inde-
finable, yet there. ]t could be told in the class rooms, at 
chapel, even in their very steps as they walked from one 
building to another. This puzzled him sorely, as well as the 
word society. which he often heard, especially on Friday 
afternoons . 
At first he was very lonely and homesick, but every once 
in a while and, sometimes twice in a while, a little square 
enveloped letter came from Minnie; all of which were read 
and r e-read and answered promptly. All the while her 
dainty photo graced the inside of his watch. Had it not 
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been for this his loneliness must sur ely have overcome him. 
Ere long the ways of the /school were no longer new to 
iJ im; but he longed to be more enthusiastic, to have more 
of what he heard called the Normal spi rit, and as he knew 
by this time what was meant by society, he decided to join 
one, and t hought perhaps that might help him. Ai! he was 
a High School graduate, the Dean told him to affiliate with 
the "Juniors," 
He soon fell well into the ways of the "Juniors." He be-
CAme more seli-confident and was often heard to boast about 
trivial matters. 
Christmas came on, and he went home to spend the holi-
days, feeling very important. They were all glad to s~ 
hi m. Minnie was delighted with his improved appearance, 
but not so pleased with him. He seemed to have forgotten 
the path he 80 often trod in days gone by, and occasionally 
the mild hint was given that he was completing his educa.-
tion. At last Minnie felt the stings of neglect, and buried 
her sorrow in love for another country swain and so passed. 
out of his life forever. 
While at home, one of his fuvorite resorts was the country 
store. Here, sitting on a goods-box, his great Jearning as-
serted itself. . 
"And still they gazed and still the wonder grew 
That one small head could carryall he knew." 
The holidays being over, he took up his work again, some-
t imes feeling that there was something. somewhere, thnt he 
had missed. Aside from these frequent worries. he kept the 
true "Junior spirit" throughout, and entered his Senior year 
fee ling that no obstacle stood between him and success. 
While a "Senior," he was sent as a Normal representative 
to a certain county institute. Arriving at the small country 
town late one afternoon he drove to the one hotel, nnd throw-
ing his lines to a small boy standing near, said: "Here. boy, 
extirpate this quadruped from the vehicle and stabulate him 
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and donate unto him nutritioUi~ elements and ere aurora 
again gilds the eastern hor,iwn, I'll reward thee with a 
pecuniary compensation commemmrate with your amiable 
hospitality," On the third day of this particular institute 
he made himself farnom:' by a learned discourse on bacteria, 
in which he said one germ, only one billianth of an inch in 
diameter, after having been magnified several times, had 
been known in many instances to cause inter-systemic dis-
turbance of the osmotic equilihroum, which is pathognomonic 
of haemophatisis of the haelerminterry. And there should 
be applied at once a cholecystodnodenostomy, this never · 
failed to give relief unless tissue retrograde metamorphosis 
manifested itself. 
When he took up work again he noticed that before-men-
tioned difference creeping in among the busy "Seniors." 
Even some who had traveled for a year the same road with 
him, Beemed to have undergone a complete transformation. 
Yet it did not seem ent irely new to them. Somewhere in the 
past they must have known it, and association and environ-
ment caused them to forget. He pondered long over thi!, 
and sought in vain for some clue which would make him un-
derstand. 
One night when the whole house had grown quiet, the 
clock ticked loud and quick, the hour hand pointed straight 
to twelve, he Jeaned back in his chair and drew a deep breath 
of relief. He had just finished his final theme. There came 
over him such a feeling of restfulness and contentment as 
he had never experienced. He was in a twinkling one ot 
those who was different. His enthusiasm and loyalty knew 
no bounds; he was no longer over-confident nor boastful, 
his steps grew Hght, and he walked from place to place as 
if there were & fire. Even in athletics in all contest games 
of any kind, if he were d-rreated he never became sour; if 
h were victorious he never became puffed up, 
He knew this difference had caused him to realize that he 
was a man with & task and a vision. He resolved to put the 
ego and selflshness out of his life and work as he had never 
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worked. But, alas! he hud only slept and dreamed that he 
had been a "Kit-Kat." 
---000>----
SEEN BY THE CAMP FIRE. 
Friday evening, December 12, was a joyouS one for the 
Kit-Kats. With light hearts they followed their leader Miss 
:~~' s~:: i~h~h~il!~:;: ~=~e: :~k t:I~~~~bk~~esN~~ma~ 
Heights. The boys had provided an ample supply of cedar 
for a cheerful camp-fire, and here the gay party was to spend 
the evening in mirth and jollity. 
When each one had securely hidden the package contain-
ing something that he did not want, which he had been re-
quested to bring, the noi sy merriment began and increased 
as the flames of the- crackling fire rose higher and higher. 
After a few games were played, the group seated themselves 
in a large circle about the tire anrl paSsed the mysterious 
packages around the ring. When the whistle was blown 
each one opened the parcel he held, and was satisfied with 
its contents as a souvenir, be it a worn-out pair of tennis 
shoes or a box of candy. 
The bountiful SUpper, consisting of bacon bread sand-
wiches, marshmellows, pickles, potatoes, cake, candy and 
~anuts, ,,:as enjoyed by all, It afforded pleasure not only 
In the eating, but also in the roasting of potatoes in the 
ashes, and the meat and marsh mellows on long sharpened 
sticks over the fire. ' 
As each one stood cooking his supJ)P.r and gazing thought-
full~ into the red embers, there came over all a sympathetic 
feehng for the poor, diligent Juniors and Seniors who were 
at ~hat time struggling for vitality enough to keep awake 
while some Demosthenes or Plato was orating on "Woman 
Suffrage" or "The Latest Paris Fashions." 
However, this thought did not long occupy the minds of 
the Kit-Kats; for soon al1 attention was absorbed in that 
interesting game, "Ruth and Jacob," Tn the glittering tire-
• 
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light it was amusing to watch the blindfolded Ruth or Jacob 
call fo r and pursue his or her companion. "Oats. Peas, 
Beans and Barley Grow" was mentioned, and at once the 
Ruths and J acobs found themselves skipping around the 
ring by the magical power of this tune. 
When the games were enJed and they were again seated 
around the fire, each \,oicE: joined in singing those beautiful 
gongs, dear to the heart of every Kentuckian, "Old Black 
Joe," "Swnnee Ri ver," "Home, Sweet Home" and "My 
Old Kentucky Home," being sung; after which Mr. Fitzhugh 
proposed a toast by Mr. i.\1atthev."s. Simultaneously the 
crowd voted that the toast be given by Mr. Fitzhugh, and 
he, with his willingness of spirit, readily responded. Rising 
with great dignity. he gave a toast to the Kit-Kat Klub and 
to their noble leader, Miss Reid, whose "light shines as the 
sun and cannot be hidden; and whose leading spirit will ever 
guide us on to SUCe3S and victory." A hearty applause fol-
lowed. 
A call for a toast from Miss Reid was answered by her 
ris ing nnd SHying that it was with regret that. she must say 
t.hat the hour hAd so "oon arrived when they must leave 
their pleasant camp-fire and "follow her light" home. Im-
mediately she started up the path to Normal Heights, and 
with one Accord the merry-makers Arose and began to sing 
"Where She Leads Me, I Will Follow." 
___ 000 __ _ 
How Like Unto Men are Fish 
(SL'GGESTED BY PRESIDENT CHERRY 'S "FISH STORY.") 
Darwin's theory of evolution may not be true, but that 
the fish of the sea. have characteristics that most forcibly 
remind us of the characteristics of some men In our own 
world of commerce, is not to be doubted. P icture in your 
mind, if you will, our Southern gulf filled. as It is, with num-
berless species of life, mnny of Which feed upon live animal 
• 
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fo rms and often upon members of their class. Look into 
our commercial world, and there you will find many men 
who live parasitic lives-men who persist in taking more 
than rightly belongs to them. 
Let me ask trat you observe the hogfish as he goes silently 
lind slowly about, gather ing his food in fragments, taking 
from this school a crab, from the next one a crab, never 
devouring a whole school, but slowly rol)bing all. Look at 
the banker as he quietly sits at his desk, cheering his victims 
with a pleasant greeting, smilingly demanding and receiving 
!l few usury dollars from each. Never does he exact all his 
"ictim's possession, but by securing so many small amounts 
he manages to accumulate a fortune in the end. 
Or , I would ask that you notice the s mall grouper as he 
moves nmid the marshes seeking the crawfish and the conch, 
seldom, if ever , a larmed and yet continually seeking new 
prey. As he becomes stronger he darts out of the marshes 
into the deep. His uninterrupted pilfering increases his 
confidence until he attacks and devours larger prey, and thus 
grows to be a huge monster. Does not the merchant possess 
traits similar to these? Watch him as he proceeds. While 
agreeably enter taining his customers with jokes, he meas-
ures potatoes for them with a false measure or else conceals 
the true weight of a package of coffee. As he accumulates 
more he becomes bolder . After driving out competition he 
demands and receives exorbitant prices and finally his power 
becomes so great that he is no longer content to be a simple 
merchant, but he must r each forth and become a wrecker of 
demoeracy,-a monopolist. 
Or again, behold the bloodthirsty shark as he plows be-
neath the boundless waves, asking no favors and granting 
none. His only desire is to be able to crush his fellow·crea-
ture. He attacks and devours those weaker than himself 
and t hen being not satisfied, he meets those of his own class 
and engages in a mighty struggle for Jife,-a struggle which 
terminates in a victory for the stronger and more brutish . 
Behold a modern capitalist as he grinds through the world 
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of commerce, mak ing no requests and granting no favors. 
To-day he reaches forth and crushes a smaller interest, 
wrecking a hundred homes. To-morrow he crushes another 
and thus he prospers. Finally. he dares to cope with his 
own equal. In the brutish oonilicL that follows. there can 
be but one result, a victory for the one who resorts to the 
most evil schemes and COI'rUpt mE"thods. 
We might proceed further with t hese compar isons. but 
why? Why have this mnny instances been cited? Is it sim-
ply to paint a dark picture? No. 
The fish of the sea are essential to our animal life. They 
have an important place in our great universe. 1t would not 
be well for us to dispose of our men of commerce. They lUI 
a necessary requi rement in our national life. But as evil 
creeps into the lives of the ftl'h of the sea, 80 it creeps into 
the lives of many of OU1' men of commerce. 
As we are free to be proud of the fisherman who goes out 
upon the waters and there catches and controls the mighty 
fish, so let us be ever ready to do honor to the man who enters 
the cage of the giant of commerce and there bring this ter-
rible monster to terms. 
• 
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MATCHES AND MISSES. 
Miss Pace and Mr. Moore. 
Miss Lyda May Lewis and Mr. ComptOn. 
Mias Carrie Pennebaker and Mr. Walker. 
Miss Herman and Mr. Snyder. 
Miss Mary Barry and Mr. Nicholas Hutson. 
Miss Heber Lewis and Mr. J\'an Wilson. 
Miss Burks and Mr. Farris. 
Miss Edna Ford and Mr. Shemwell. 
Miss Mary Edmunds and Mr. H. E. White. 
Miss Mo1lie Stinson and Mr. D. Y. Dunn. 
Miss Hawthorne and Mr. Evans. 
Miss Mabel Tubb and Mr. Park. 
Miss Ruby Cole and Mr. Dick Moorman. 
Miss Clements and Mr. Chester Shaw. 
Miss Harriet Bryant and Mr. Tartar . 
Miss Callie Reid and Mr. Payton. 
Miss Mannina' and Mr. Pusey. 
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.4ND THB JUNIORS GAMB BBTIVEBN. 
(Not daring to write, "With apologies to Kipling," 1 say, 
"Here's to the ashes of Poe.") 
It was only a very short time ago 
(A brief story I shall tell), 
Of a couple there was whom you may know 
As Miss Phelps and Charlie Bell; 
And this couple they lived irom all else apart, 
Just the two, and changes befell. 
He is a Senior and she a Kit-Kat, 
In this Normal on the hill, 
Found chapel and class-room with a friend brighter; 
Sands in the hour-glass fill, 
So qujte slow, but yet sure, the arrow of DaD 
Bound their wandering will. 
In bliss for a season, this couple true, 
In this W. K. S. N. School, 
Away went out of the crowd, dreaming 
So peacefully of Love's sweet rule; 
Then the great Seniors, "Noble class," 
Were sent out the world to fool; 
So Charles went down to Brush Grove District, 
Near the greenwood by the pool. 
The Juniors , not half .so perfect in class-work, 
Had envied her and him: 
Yes! that was the reason (as all Sohps know, 
In this Normal all so trim) 
That the twain were separated at last, 
Tearing and parting the silken threads slim. 
But their love it was stronger by far than the love 
Of those who were taller than they, 
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Of those who were lower than they; 
And ever the notes of the cooing dove. 
As the sunlight stea ls softly in May, 
Bring back sweet memori es of happiness known, 
Ere the Juniors it banished away. 
And the vales ever ring, and the streams ever sing, 
Of the beautiful little Milbry; 
And the winds whisper low, as they pass to and fro, 
Of the beautiful little Milbry; 
And so, through the long duy, as he teaches away, 
113 
He can hear her-and see her-turn now where he may, 
And he dreams of her-his dear Milbry; 
And tte mourns f01' her-his lost Milbry. 
----000>----
TRAINING SCHOOL NEIVS. 
The practice class of students who have been teaching in 
the Training School have been doing good work. The e1a.sa 
is composed of Edgar Sanders, George Page, Clara Moor-
man, Hariette Bryant, Alta Barnhill, Maude Chambers, J . W. 
Compton, Ruth Eubank, Letitia Hocker, Carrie Pennebaker, 
Bert Smith and W. L. Matthews. 
The Christmas entertainment was given this year in the 
Auditorium. The following program was given: 
Musical Number ... . ... . .. ' .. ' . Training School Orchestra 
Christmas Hymns ................ Training School Chorus 
"Silent Night." 
"Hark! the Herald Angels Sing." 
(The following pictures were shown with the stereopti-
con and the Bible ®Count of the birth and childhood of 
Christ was given by the children) : 
t. The Christmas Chimes. (Blashfield.) Luke 8: 8-24. 
Grade I. 
2. The Nativity. (Correggio.) Luke 2: 8-16. 
Grad. n. 
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3. Arrival of the Shepherds. La Rolle.) Luke 2 : 16-16. 
Grade HI. 
I. .lndonnn. (Pigthein.) Luke 1 : 31. 
.IJadonna Granduen. (Raphael.) Luke 3: 32. 
Madonna. (Siehe!.) Luke 2: 40. 
Grade IV. 
5. Christ and t he Doctors. (Hoffman.) Luke 2: 41-52. 
Detail. Luke 2 : 51-62. 
Grade V. 
6. 8t. Anthony and the Christ Child. (Murillo.) 
Grade VI. 
7. Madonna of the Choir. (Raphael. ) 
Grade VII. 
8. Sistine Madonna. (Raphael.) 
Detail. 
Grade Vlll. 
9. Chris t and the Children. (Plockhorst.) 
10. Head of Christ. (Hoffman.) 
Christmas Hymn .. . ... . ... .. _ .... Training School Chorus 
"Joy to the World." 
After the exercises in the Auditorium the school marched 
to the Training School Chapel, where the annual Christmas 
tree had been placed and decorated, and sang "Deck the Halls 
with Boughs of Holly," The offering of toys, games, books, 
etc., this year were sent to the pupils of Pine Mountain 
School, Ky. 
Wells Covington, Lucie McCormack and Ellen Williams, 
irom the Training School, took part in the Christmas pr~ 
gram prepared and presented by Miss Scott . 
The Orchestra of t he Training School made its initial bow 
to a most appreciative audience at the Christmas entertain-
ment. It is composed of Margaret Carson, Grace Kennedy, 
Annie Pence, Ray Sear cy, J ack Bowsman, William Potter, 
Harlin Ashby and Virginia. Miss Surmann, of the School 
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of Music, has trained this little group of musicians admir-
ably. 
Miss Belle Caffee, who has been touring Europe for the 
past six months, ret urned J anuary 26th. 
Mrs. J oe Roemer, who has been substituting for Miss 
Procter , Third Grnde, went to join her husband at the State 
University on J anuary 19. Next yea r they plan studying 
nt Columbia University, Ne\ .... York City. 
Cards received recently announce the marriage on De-
cember 23 of :Miss F lora Sta llar d to Mr. J ohn Breckinridge 
Thomas, of Maud, Ky. 
The following teacher~ went to their several homes for 
Christmas : Miss Nell Moorman, Miss La ura McKenzie, Miss 
Aletha Graves, Miss Ella JeO'ries. 
Miss Lucie Holeman spent Christmas in St. Louis, Mo. 
The pupils of the Sixth, Seventh and Eighth grades, under 
Miss Scott's direction, dressed forty-eight dolls, which they 
sent to the Pine Mountain School. 
---000>---
DRAWING 3. 
Some of the noblest and the most beautiful inspiration! 
come from pain tings. In order to appreci,ate a work of art 
we must love and understand it. No one doubts that we 
should study the lives and deeds of Washington and Lincoln, 
or of Milton and Shakespeare, or of Mendelssohn and Bach, 
but yet when we speak of Michael Angelo and Raphael, very 
few people know anything definite of them. Our State is 
hegi nning to awaken to the need of art---the need of the 
beautiful-and as a means to a great end Drawing 3 has 
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been established in our school. Drawing S is intensely in-
teresting, but best of all, it gives a knowledge of the lives 
of the greatest painters and their works. Every student 
should take this (although it isn' t required), that he may 
not only enjoy the paintings, but may instill into the lives 
of hi s pupils a love for art-a love for heauty. 
---.... 000----
BOOK REVIEWS f'OR f'EBRUARY. 
Calfee'8 Rural A1·itltntetic. By John E. Calfee, Professor of 
Mathematics in the Normal Department, Berea College, 
Berea, Ky. 12mo, cloth, 119 pages , illustrated; price. 
30 cents. Ginn & Co., Columhus, Ohio. 
This problem anct exercise book makes arithmetic a live 
!': ubject for the rural boy or girl by applying arithmetic to 
the solution of problem~ familiar to the farm. It touches 
important phases of farm management and gives informa-
tion that can be used to increase farm profits. A splendid 
little book for review work with classes that have completed 
the required work in the !>eventh and eighth grades. 
Allen's Indm!"ial Stlldiu: Europe. By Nellie B. Allen, 
Head of the Department of Geography, State Normal 
School, Fitchburg, MllSS. 12mo, cloth, XIV plus 409 
pages, illustrated. price, 80 cents. Ginn & Co., Colum-
bus, Ohio. 
Teachers who have used Miss Allen's " Industrial Studies : 
United States," will welcome this new volume a san invalu-
able aid in /l;upplementing geogrRphy work. It is written 
nlong the same lines as the earlier volume, and furnishes 
children from the fifth grade up with a knowledge of the 
life of European nations. 1t helps the child to see in imag-
inat ion the lofty mountains, the clustering villages, the broad 
plains, the crowded cities, the busy seaports, the vineyards. 
the shipyards, the olh'e orchards, the flax fields, the castles 
and palaces, and the toiling ?C3-'mnts which make Europe. 
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Spasmodic Spasms of Relaxation 
Prof. Clagett (to a little boy playing marbles on the side 
of the road): " Little man, do you know what happens to a 
boy who uses bad language while playing marbdes '!" 
Little Boy ( looking up at the ;Professor with a sparkle 
in his eye): " 1 think I do. He grows up and makes a golf 
player." 
Prof. Leiper (to Mis8 Bryant in one of his classes): "You 
know your leAAOn well to-day." 
Miss Bryant (looking very much astonished): "Yes, Mr. 
Leiper, why shouldn't 11" 
Mr. Leiper: " Well, let It pass this time, but it looks as if 
you were neglecting yOllr basketball practice." 
Prof. Turner (in conversation with Mr . Byrn recently) : 
"I blame the Normal School for most of my troubles." 
Mr . 8yrn : "How's that'!" 
Prof. Turner : "If I had not been a member of its faculty 
I don't think my wife would have consented to be mine." 
Miss Edmunds : " Why are the Junior basketball girls 80 
rond of Mr. Magness ?" 
Miss l"ord : "He give.q us a cake of chewing gum every 
time we practice. U 
New Student : "Why t:loes the dean grin all the time?" 
Miss Davis : "Oh, he is just looking pleasant." 
W. L. Matthews: "What game do jokes remind you of '!" 
J. W. Compton: "Tennis, when the game is all your way. 
You get to do all the knocking." 
W. L. Matthews : "That's pretty good ; but I was think-
ing of 'Cross questions and silly answers.' " 
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Mr. Sheffer (to Mr. Sweeney) : " What are you doing 
here in my room 1" 
Mr. Sweeney: " I've lost my soap. I lost my cake of soap 
last year, too. If you find it 1 wish you'd put it through the 
key~hole into my room." 
Miss Duke: "Can YO ll keep a secret ?" 
Miss McCluskey: " Yes; but I always have the misfortune 
of telling some one who can't." 
Miss Pruden: " Harri ette. do you play that in parts't" 
Harriette: "Yes," 
Miss Pruden: " Please leav\:: my part out, then," 
Heard in Room J. 
Mr. Guerin: .. 'Cursor Mundi,' the curse of man ," 
Miss Herman: " 'Bol in his on hande he had a holyn R0b-
be,' but in his hand he hat! a holy Bible," 
M.r . Chester: " II schal baythen thy bone,' I shall bathe 
thy bones." 
Miss Tubb: ". Ay en the roches halowe,' ay, even the 
roaehes yelled." 
Miss Farnsworth : .. 'And of his part as meek as is a 
mayde,' and if hi s part as mef'k as is a May day." 
Miss Neville: "'Ful sooty wal' hir bour: f ull sooty was 
her hair." 
Miss Oliver: "'A large man he was with eyen stepe,' a 
large man he was with even steps." 
The Right Place. 
After Mr. Rudy H. Matthews had completed Drawing 2 
and had gathered a collection of his paintings, during tile 
term, he asked Miss Van Houten to suggest some institu· 
Uon to whieh to give them. 
Promptly came the answer: " An institution for the 
blind." 
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Mr . Snyder: " Say, George, lend me your mug, to shave:' 
Mr. Page: "Naw! Go on--shave your own mug:' 
Isom Mitchell (picking up Caesar): "Oh, shucksl Latin 
is easy. Glad I am taking it. 
" 'Forte dux in aro,' forty ducks in a row . 
.. 'Pnssus sum jam,' pass us some jam. 
II ' Boni legis Caesari!!,' bony legs of Caesar. 
.. 'Caesar sie dicat undecur egressi Uctum,' Caesar sicked 
the cat on the cur and J guess he licked him." 
The MORRIS DRUG CO. 
INOOaroaAftD 
MA IN ST~EET. OPPOSITE POST OFFICE 
w • ...,.,.,. at all tI ....... _p~ otoe" ot Dn>P, ToI1<ot Ar'tlcloa, Sta.~ ..... 1k:hooI ... 
pI_ ~ ... ta. tor Eu~ .. 11: ........ nl • • a.lId 8oppl_ Kco:I .... rented bJ' the du 01' ~ 
Studen t. a~ 21 /wllYs Welcome Here 
MISS MAY POTTER "'6 "'a" STRE!!T, , Will at", v .. uno .... 
China Painting, Oil and Water Color 
AT REASONABLE PRICES 
Orders Solicited fo r PAINTING and FIREINO 
A Invitation 
Is Given to Students 
, 
TO VISIT OUR STORE-
to make it a kind of headquarters-a place 
to meet your friends-to leave your pack-
ages while down town. We want you to 
feel at home here. 
Allow us to eay-very modestly-that we 
have the handsomest drug store in Ken-
tueky-prohably, in the entire South. 
We carry most everything usual to a first-
class drug atore, and give special attention 
to our Boda fountain, just as we do our 
prescription department_ 
WE HOPE T~ SEE YOU AROUND FREQUENnY 
CALLIS BROS. 
Tenth and State Streets 
